The Stetson Flyer
January 2014 Issue: Happy New Year!

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com

President’s Message:

A

s the year 2013 ends, it’s a great time to look back
on some of the notable success and the fun times
our club members have had over the past year.
Looking back on great events like the Ed Rae Memorial
Fun Fly, our first Scale over Ottawa, the Canadian IMAC
Nationals, and the IMAA Giant Scale, it is very clear we
have all enjoyed another fun-filled and successful year at
Stetson Flyers.
2014 promises to be another great year kicking off with an
excellent calendar of events and fun flys. We will hold all
your favorite events once more, plus add a Heli event for
the many members who enjoy helis and multi-rotor aircraft
of all types.
We could never maintain our facilities at the high standard
we all enjoy, or hold all the events we have committed to,
without the support of such an awesome group of Stetson
RC members, who are themselves very dedicated to our
sport of building and flying RC airplanes. We should all be
very thankful for those volunteers who always step up to
help us maintain our airfield and assist the Event Coordinators in the smooth running of our many events.

STETSONS COMING EVENTS:
January Club Meeting:

Tues., Jan 28. 7:30 PM

U-Tube Special Presentation by GOOSE!

February Club Meeting: Tues. Feb. 25, 7:30 PM.
March Fun Fly: Saturday March 1, 9 AM.
At Stetson Field. Dress Warm and BE THERE !

SPECIAL March Club Meeting:

Tues Mar. 25

Vintage Wings, Gatineau Airport. 7-9 PM.
Bring your cameras!!!!!

Be sure to thank these people for their efforts when you
see them, and please volunteer to assist, wherever you
can. Member ParticipACTION is the greatest asset we
Stetsons enjoy.
With our field situation looking secure for some time to
come and a strong, active membership to keep us healthy
and busy, we enjoy the best there is to be had in this great
sport of R/C flying.
So as we look forward to even more good times to come,
let’s take a look back fondly at a memorable year.
Stetsons, you are a special group. Keep it going!
Have a great and safe year.
Daniel Marcotte, President
613-299-1970

Stetsons Name Tags:
Order yours NOW! $6 ea.
Place your order at http://thingsmade.ca/rc/
Supplied with your choice of magnetic mount, pin
mount, etc. Make your selections online when you order.
A big Stetson Thank You to John Jackson for getting this
going!
Be sure to wear your Name Tag at all flying fields and at
meetings so people learn who you are!!!

Club Officials and Contacts

Newsletter Questions and Answers

President

Daniel Marcotte

613-299-1970

Vice-President

Hal MacDonald

613-764-1950

Not Getting Yours?

Secretary

John Jackson

613-445-5726

Membership

Daniel Marcotte

613-299-1970

Get us your correct email address and we’ll get you
on the list!

Treasurer

John Jackson

613-445-5726

Meetings: The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 on the

Chief Flying Instructor

Simon Nadler

613-883-3367

Webmaster

Simon Nadler

613-883-3367

Newsletter

Gary Robertson

613 746- 4209

last Tuesday of each month, except for December,
May, June, July or August. The meetings are held at
the Canadian Air and Space Museum in the Bush Theatre.

Events Coordinator

Gary Robertson

613-746-4209

Bring and Brag:

Field Coordinator

Marc Lanthier

613-700-0281

Safety Officer:

Hal MacDonald

613-764-1950

Contact your executive at: contact@stetsonflyers.com

Each meeting we encourage members and guests to
bring something of interest to show to the group. It
could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a demo
of a technique.

Snail Mail Address:

Use the FRONT door to the museum!

The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club

Recent policy changes at the Aviation Museum now
require us to use pay parking ($3 for the evening) at
the front of the museum and enter through the main
front doors.

3940 Innes Road
PO Box 91542,
Ottawa ON K1W 1K0

Photo Credits:

Club Dues 2014:
General Member :

$80.00

Student Member: (21 Years old and under, full time student)
$40.00
Junior Member: (18 Years old and under) $40.00
Family Membership :(Two adults plus youth/students)
$130.00
MAAC Membership: (required)

$90.40

Please visit our web site at
http://www.stetsonflyers.com

Our web site
community

is hosted as a
service by

Unless noted otherwise, photos in this newsletter are
by our webmaster Simon Nadler, our newsletter editor Gary Robertson, or our Vice President Hal MacDonald.

Want to propose something?
Members in good standing can bring motions from
the floor at any regular meeting. The motion will
need to be seconded, then discussed and voted on by
the members present. Sometimes the outcome is
that the motion is tabled so more information, implications, etc. can be gathered and presented.
You can help speed up the process by giving the executive a “heads up” by sending an email to contact@stetsonflyers.com, ideally before the executive
meeting which happens the Tuesday before a regular
meeting. This will allow the executive team a chance
to research the idea in advance of the meeting and
gather any required information.

Call for Volunteers:
Your flying buddies need your help! As everyone knows, many hands make light work.
Please step forward and volunteer to assist at the events noted above.
The Ed Rae Fun Fly, Scale over Ottawa, IMAC Aerobatics and IMAA Giant Scale are our big events this
year, and each could use many helpers. We have added a Heli event on request from the Rotor heads!
Canteen help, scribes and runners, registration table helpers, event specific and general assistance plus
cleanup are all required on the day of the event.
You CAN enter the events and also assist with some of the tasks too! It’s allowed and appreciated.
Send us an email if there is a job you are willing to take on. It’s never too early!
There is no better way to take part in a club event than to help out. You are a part of the action!

Meeting Minutes: November 2013.
Meeting Minutes
Canada Aviation and Space Museum. Bush Theatre
26 November 2013

The 2013 financial report was presented along with the
2014 proposed budget. A motion to accept the financial
report and budget as presented was made by Gerry
Nadon, seconded by Claude Dostaler. Motion carried.

The meeting was opened at 7:31 with a motion from GerDon Glandon provided Orleans Hobbies 15% off Black Friry Nadon, seconded by Simon Nadler. Motion carried.
day coupons and said there were some really great deals.
There were 24 people in attendance.
A motion to accept the minutes as published was made
by Pierre Colombe, seconded by John Stewart. Motion
carried.

The photo of Brad Banks was framed and will be presented to his family when the time is right.

Gary Robertson showed an example of a high end golf
shirt that he is hoping to get a group buy going. EmbroiThe membership is presently 135 members.
dered crests, two colour, estimated cost in the $50-$60
Webmaster Simon Nadler reported that the auction site is
range.
getting closer and needs user testing. The domain stetJohn Jackson said that he will be making Stetson name
sonauction.ca has been purchased.
badges (luggage tags, field equipment tags) available for
Newsletter - Gary Robertson would like more content for
sale and more information will be in the newsletter.
the newsletters and the December newsletter will be picThe meeting was closed with a motion by Marc Lanthier,
tures only.
seconded by Gary Robertson.
Field Report - Marc Lathier reported that the heater is a
bit fragile if you do not read the instructions. Please do
not break it. Taggart-Miller open house is December 5,
2013. Dan and Marc will attend.
Gary presented the updated event schedule and MAAC
sanctions have either been received or applied for. A motion to accept the schedule as presented was made by
Scott Clarke, seconded by Gerry Nadon. There was a discussion on what should follow the Stetson business
meetings. There was little or no support for a swap shop,
but there was interest in visiting Vintage Wings. There
are presently 33 people signed up for the Christmas Party.
Safety - Hal MacDonald discussed the MAAC safety rules,
and the need to sign your membership card to say you
have read and understand the rules as published on the
MAAC web site. Failure to comply with any of the rules
may invalidate your insurance coverage. There was a discussion on LiPo storage.

FLEDGLINGS…
My regular update for all Flight School students will resume in the spring, as we get underway.
In the meantime, for any questions pertaining to flight
school, equipment, training, or other related topics,
please contact me at: contact@stetsonflyers.com

Cheers, Goose

M

arc’s Truisms:

1. CA will glue your fingers much better than the parts you are
trying to glue.
2. Your motor will start easier on the bench at home than at the
field.
3. New transmitters have all kinds of bells and whistles except
the most important one; a switch to neutralize gravity in emergencies.
4. Loctite works best when you are trying to remove a bolt or
nut.
5. Hinges will come loose after you have checked them thoroughly and the plane is in the air.
6. Your perfect landings are never witnessed by anyone.
7. If you lose a receipt for a new plane or motor, your wife will
be the one to find it.
8. The worse mosquito bites occur on landing.
9. You may have an assortment of dozens of different nuts and
bolts but not the one you need for emergency repairs at the
field.
10. Covering only wrinkles where it shows the most.
11. High winds and rain prefer weekends.
12. Weather forecasters are like baseball players:
Their success rates are less than 33%.

19. A maiden flight is like a young teenager’s first formal date:
full of anticipation and terrifying.
20. Glue mostly fails on the most critical joints.
21. Dirt, guck and grime from engine fuel collects best in the
areas which are the hardest to get at.
22. There are two kinds of experts, those that know and those
that don’t.
23. Beware; the manufacturer has probably discontinued your
very most favorite plane.
24. The part you most urgently need is on backorder.
25. Your new plane’s published weight is probably a myth.
26. Servos are an RC flyer’s version of Russian Roulette.
27. If you are getting more than your fair share of dead sticks,
search your home. Your wife may have a little stuffed airplane. If
she does, check for pin holes.
28. If your wife comes home with a new $150 hairdo, complement her. Don’t think of it as “that’s the price of two new servos”. But rather as goodwill in the bank for those two new servos you will buy.
29. Opinions vary as to what are the most important pieces of
hardware on a plane. Experience has shown that wing bolts are
right up there.
30. You can have too many in-laws, but never too many planes.

31. Santa has problems with big boxes. Do him a favour:
Buy that plane yourself and place it under the Xmas tree.
13. Planes go out of trim while you’re sleeping.
You can tell your wife you were concerned for poor Santa’s back.
14. The battery you fail to check before a flight is the only one
On your birthday don’t risk your wife getting you a plane in colyou forgot to charge.
ours to match your eyes.
15. The bolt, nut or screw you drop on the ground is always the Save her the trouble; get it yourself.
For Father’s Day (even if you’re not a dad, you could’ve been or
tiniest one for your plane.
maybe you are and just don’t know), buy yourself the perfect
16. They said the sun causes your skin to wrinkle but they forgot present: a new plane. It beats getting another tie you won’t
to tell you about your canopy.
wear at the field.
17. The spectators’ gallery is always full when you make the big- And finally, if you don’t have a red and white plane and call
yourself a Canadian, get one for Canada Day.
gest stupid mistake of the season.
Did I mention Easter?
18. There is no truth in the common belief that a very large
Not copyrighted,
plane is a man’s way to compensate for his small
a) self-esteem or b)…….

Marc Lanthier.

A

erobatics
Corner:

Happy New Year Aerobats!

OK, so now lets say you have committed in principle to a
full aerobatic kite, assuming you are comfortable taking
I hope you enjoyed the holidays and all the fun stuff that
this step. Enjoy the shopping!
goes with them. Did Santa promise you a new aerobatic
airplane?
NOW we need to select the power plant!
Time for a quick review for those of you looking for that
first, or perhaps next step-up aerobatic kite.

Seriously, this is a make it or break it decision for aerobatics. We are not talking brands here, but POWER!

First, don’t be afraid to get into a fully symmetrical aerobatic airplane. Several folks have graduated from trainers into a sport aerobatic flyer, only to quickly leave that
behind when they build and fly their first fully aerobatic
aircraft.

All aircraft come with a recommended engine displacement, such as .45-.55, .60-.90, 1.20-1.50 cubic inches,
etc...for 2-stroke glow engines. Go for the LARGEST size
recommended, or one size up. Seriously.

If you want to use a 4-stroke engine for any of these sizThe full symmetrical aerobatic aircraft has one very enes, you will NEED to buy at least a size or two LARGER
dearing characteristic: It goes where you point it, and
than the largest 2-stroke rating. Example to check out:
does what you tell it to. They are not at all hard (er) to fly Dave Percy’s Showtime aerobat is rated for a 55 2-stroke.
than a sport aerobatic aircraft, and in many manoeuvers, He has a high end OS Max 4-stroke on it, and it’s a 90!! It
are easier to fly. Examples of these include Edges, Extras, is adequate for real aerobatics but you would not want
Sbachs, Yaks and Sukhois, Funtanas and Katanas,
any less!
etc...lots of variety available. Look for the tapered wing
Same - same applies for gasser rated kites. If you are
and full symmetrical airfoil on wing and tail feathers.
looking at a 30cc rating, go 35cc, or even 40cc. My 3 year
The sport aerobatic plane typically has semi-symmetrical old very light Sbach has a great performing 30cc on it,
airfoil, a bit of dihedral, and a rectangular wing shape.
but it uses ALL of it. I’d get a 35 on it if I was starting
Examples are the PULSE series, the Sportsters, and simi- again! The very popular 50cc kites could really use a hot
lar aircraft. These kites make great second airplanes, if
55 or a 60 for good performance. 100cc rated craft really
you really aren’t ready for the full Monte, but there is a cry out for a good 120cc, and on it goes.
distinct limitation in capability on stall/spin moves and
There are a few nice small twins out now, from 40 to 70
inverted flight segments. Many Sport kites are TOO stacc’s. Twins are smoother than single cylinder equivalents,
ble to stall and spin properly. Inverted flight with dihebut may not produce as much power...double the drag!
dral and a semi-symmetrical airfoil is certainly do-able,
So if you are looking to put a twin on a 50-60cc aircraft,
but you will fight a bit for stability and may find yourself
you need a 70cc! Got it? The old hot rodder’s axiom is at
using an un-nerving amount of ‘push’ on the elevator to
play here: There’s no replacement for displacement!
maintain your desired line.
Do NOT fear the extra grunt you will get from a husky
So in summary, the very features that make these sport
power-plant in your aerobat. Throttle management and
flyers such great and relaxing aircraft to enjoy, will get in
prop selection mean that you will go only as fast as you
the way when attempting to learn even some of the core
choose to fly, but you will always have power in reserve
basic aerobatic moves.
for going vertical when the move demands it.
Bigger IS Better, Boys. BELIEVE IT!!!

RCGF 32 Into Pulse 125
by John Rest

M

y Pulse 125 originally had a DLE 20 installed and it’s been a good combination.

Truth is, though, I find it a little short on power. When the opportunity arose to buy an RCGF 32 from a fellow club member, I
went for it.
I did the same mods to the new engine as I’d done to the old –
installed a Bowman ring, lapped the mating and reed surfaces in
the carburetor and installed a fitting in the metering cover for
carburetor equalization. Shortly into the process of installing the
engine I realized I was going to have to put a BIG hole in the firewall. (see photo to the right...that’s a BIG hole! ed.)
With the carb in an entirely different location than the DLE 20,
I had to relocate the throttle servo and scrap the old choke arrangement for a new one. And when the engine was mounted I
found that the muffler wouldn’t clear the firewall, so I spent
some considerable time with my Uncle in his metalworking shop
to make a spacer.

Muffler Spacer:

The spacer is installed now and the engine is in. I had to get creative with one of the cowl bolts because it’s right behind the muffler, but that wasn’t a problem.
When drilling a wooden propeller I learned that the bolt holes are not equidistant from the centre hole for the hub. I
acquired a very nice pair of Biela 3-blade carbon props and I’ll have to be very careful re-drilling the one I use.

When the DLE was installed I needed a fair bit of lead behind the firewall to balance the plane. As I was hoping, the
difference in weight with the heavier RCGF 32 was just enough to allow me to remove the lead for good balance.
Work on this project was put aside while I was awaiting the props and I’m focused on getting a DLE 20 into my Hobbistar 60 at the moment. I’ll get back to this early in the New Year and she’ll be ready for a re-maiden in the spring. I’ll
be sure to lug it along to a bring’n’brag before then.
Stay tuned,
John

2014 First Flights: The few, the foolish, the frozen...

Goose makes the annual sacrifice to the weather gods...

Certifiably Nuts...every blessed one of them...Happy New Year Stetsons!

ON THE BENCH: Stetson members’ projects underway...

Dave Percy’s Pilot Extra 300 is on the bench! I like it. Might have to get me one!

Michel Moisan has TWO underway… no wonder he’s smiling!

Spitfire Dave ‘s HUGE
Hurricane full build!
Rumor has it Dave will
offer rides in this one.

Elckar’s boxes….what secrets lie within???

Pete’s latest big ‘Stang
with the custom-built exhaust for the huge OS 160.
Nice fab work, dude!

Lars Eif is making super progress on his RV9! Now THAT is a build project!

Pierre DeGuire is up to 700 hours on this full build B-25. Twin Saito 82’s, retracts.

Tom Pellow is working on a big Cub

Guess Who???

Goose’s Scale P51 Build Continues: the trials and joys of “make it yourself”

